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Partnering is an alternative form of con
ducting business in which two or more 
organizations make long-term commit

ments to achieve mutual goals by entering into 
an agreement that requires a team-approach to 
the job. It creates an environment that is condu
cive to reducing costs and litigation, and in
creasing quality and productivity.1 Partnering 
is a relationship in which: 

• Trust arid communication are encouraged 
and expected from all participants. 

• All parties seek solutions to problems that 
are agreeable and meet the needs of every
one involved (a win-win approach). 

• All parties have identified common goals 
for the partnership and, at the same time, 
are aware of, and respect, each other's 
goals and values. 

• Partners seek input from each other in an 
effort to find better solutions to the prob
lems and issues at hand, creating a synergy 
in the relationship that fosters coopera
tion and improves the productivity of the 
partnership. 

The Construction Industry Institute (CII) 
defines partnering as:2 

Along-term commitment between two or 
more organizations for the purpose of 
achieving specific business objectives by 
maximizing the effectiveness of each partici
pant's resources. This requires changing tra
ditional relationships to a shared culture 
without regard to organizational bounda
ries. This relationship is based upon trust, 
dedication to common goals, and an under-
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TABLE 1. 
Summary of the Results of Partnered Versus 

Non-Partnered Projects in Three Studies 

Studies & Performance Criteria Partnered Non-Partnered Improvement(%) 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, all districts (Ref. 6) 

Number of projects considered 16 28 

Cost change (%) 2.72 8.75 69 

Schedule change(%) 9.07 15.53 42 

Change orders (%) 3.87 7.74 50 

Claims cost (%) 0.67 5.01 87 

VECP* (%) 0.73 0.05 1,360 

U.S. Naval Facilities Command (Ref. 7) 

Number of projects considered 39 100 

Cost change (%) 11 .20 9.79 -14.4 

Schedule change (%) 13.54 25.93 47.8 
Change orders (%) 11 .34 9 .38 -20.9 

Claims cost(%) 0 .04 0 .57 93 
VECP* (%) 0.17 . 0.01 1,600 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District (Ref. BJ 

Number of projects considered 

Cost change (%) 

Schedule change (%) 

* Note: VECP = Value engineering change proposal 

standing of each other's individual expecta
tions and values. Expected benefits include 
improved efficiency and cost effectiveness, 
increased opportunity for innovation, and 
the continuous improvement of quality 
products and services. 

History of Partnering 
The use of partnering in the construction in
dustry has grown significantly in recent years 
in both private and public sectors. Its growth is 
similar to the increasing use of alternative dis
pute resolution (ADR). Owners and contrac
tors are using partnering in an attempt to elimi
nate adversarial positions, reduce disputes and 
litigation, improve schedules, reduce costs, 
and generally improve project performance. 
Even though partnering originated in the 
United States, its use has crossed national bor
ders and several examples of partnering on in
ternational projects are available. As an exam
ple, New Civil Engineer, published by the 
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10 13 

3.98 6.45 39 

14.71 33 .00 56 

United Kingdom's Institution of Civil Engi
neers, ran a special section on partnering in its 
April 10, 1997 issue.3 It featured several success 
stories on the use of partnering on large-scale 
projects in the United Kingdom. 

In the United States, the use of partnering, in 
its present form in private sector construction, 
started in the mid-1980s. A large chemical 
manufacturer was the first organization to use 
partnering in large-scale construction with a 
contractor to build numerous facilities.4 The 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), Mobile, 
Alabama District, was the first public agency to 
use partnering in its construction projects. In 
1988, the COE decided to use partnering in an 
$80 million project with a duration of approxi
mately four years. The COE proposed the idea 
to the contractor, which agreed to try this new 
approach to conducting business. The process 
used to develop that partnership formed the 
framework by which many public sector part
nerships are formed today.5 



Partnering on Past Projects 
An extensive literature search was conducted 
to collect information on projects where part
nering was used. Table 1 provides a summary 
of the findings from three studies. Each study 
contained qualitative and quantitative analy
ses. The qualitative analysis was achieved 
mainly by interviewing the owner's represen
tatives. The relatively large number of projects 
analyzed permitted statistical analysis of data 
including tests of hypotheses. In all these com
parisons, a number of projects using partner
ing were compared with a number of projects 
that did not use partnering. The assumption 
was that the comparison could provide at least 
a broad assessment of the impact of using part
nering in construction projects. While this as
sumption is valid for general evaluation, it dis
regards many parameters that may impact 
project performance criteria - such as project 
type, size and specific contractual require
ments. 

The first study presented in Table 1 analyzed 
a number of COE projects covering all dis
tricts. 6 The second study looked at a large 
number of projects executed by the Naval Fa
cilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC).7 

The third study examined numerous projects 
executed by COE's Kansas City District.8 . 

The criteria used to measure project per
formance were similar in all of these studies 
and other studies that were reviewed. In each 
case, the objective was to evaluate the impact of 
partnering on cost and schedule growth and its 
ability to foster an environment that was con
ducive to productive cooperation between the 
parties involved. In all the studies that were re
viewed, the partnered projects substantially 
outperformed the non-partnered projects in 
the categories of cost growth, schedule growth, 
change order volume, claims cost and value en
gineering savings. The only exception was in 
the NAVFAC study. 7 That study reported a bet
ter average performance in areas of cost and 
change growth for non-partnered projects. De
spite better performance in those areas, sched
ule performance was much better in the part
nered projects. Furthermore, the authors of that 
study interviewed more than 200 NAVFAC en
gineers and personnel with regard to their per-

ceptions of the partnering process. The inter
view results were generally very positive and 
indicated that partnering helped to avoid 
claims, increased value engineering proposals 
and savings, and opened communication for 
resolving tough construction problems. The 
negative comments were that owners tended to 
pay the contractor off rather than standing firm 
on claims, and owners' accessibility at partner
ing sessions helped create more changes. 

Several other sources have reported on the 
performance of partnered projects in recent 
years. Most of these studies have presented a 
positive overview of partnering and have at
tested to the fact that using this approach 
helped improve communication between par
ties and significantly reduced claims and litiga
tion.9,10 

All the studies reviewed involved public 
projects. It is possible that private owners are 
less inclined to publish cost and schedule data 
for their projects, or perhaps private projects 
are using partnering less than the public sector 
( which may be the case since public and private 
sector projects are quite different in many 
ways). For example, public projects tend to be 
awarded to the lowest responsible bidder and 
involve numerous political considerations. Pri
vate projects may use restricted bidder lists, ne
gotiated contracts and alternate delivery meth
ods (such as design-build or cost-plus), which 
may make private sector contracts less adver
sarial and less in need of partnering. 

The Partnering Process at the 
Central Artery/Tunnel Project 
The Central Artery /Tunnel (CA/T) Project is 
the largest public works project currently un
derway in the United States. The project, with 
an estimated budget of $7.78 billion (1994 dol
lars) plus inflation, consists of constructing and 
replacing 7.5 miles of highway in the down
town area of Boston. The project is managed by 
a joint venture of a construction management 
firm and an engineering firm for the Massachu
setts Highway Department (MHD). Major 
funding comes from the Federal Highway Ad
ministration (FHWA), which is actively in
volved in overseeing project design and con
struction. Supplemental funding comes from 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Much 
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information is available about various aspects 
of the project. One source, for example, is the 
special focus issue of Civil Engineering Practice 
on the CA/T Project published by the Boston 
Society of Civil Engineers Section/ ASCE.11 

The CA/T Project started implementing 
partnering in 1992. The motive for adopting 
partnering was to use it to find ways to meet 
tight schedules, keep costs down and minimize 
litigation. The project requests partnering on all 
construction contracts with a duration of at least 
one year and a bid value of more than $1 million. 
In 1995, the project also decided to implement 
partnering on large design contracts that had 
not yet been awarded. Although design con
tracts are usually less adversarial, the CA/T 
Project recognized that these contracts could 
benefit from the improved communications, 
team approach and issue resolution techniques 
offered by partnering. In both construction and 
design, participation in partnering is voluntary 
and encouraged. The direct expense costs of 
partnering are shared 50-50 between the project 
and the contractor or design consultant. 

The MHD is an active participant in the pro
cess and has created within its Construction 
Department a Partnering Department that co
ordinates and implements the partnering pro
cess for the entire CA/T Project. The Partnering 
Department is responsible for, among other 
things, identifying projects that should be part
nered, advising contractors and designers, co
ordinating partnering workshops, facilitating 
partnering follow-up meetings and steering 
committees, and monitoring and evaluating 
the progress of partnering relationships. A 
dedicated partnering department has been key 
to keeping the partnering program on track at 
the CA/T Project. The large number of con
tracts, and their complexity, requires strong co
ordination and extensive planning and follow
up. Many state departments of transportation 
or highway departments have staff dedicated 
to managing their partnering programs. 

Leadership Training Course. The first step in 
the partnering process is to send key personnel 
to a leadership training course prior to their 
participation in the partnering workshop. Suc
cess in partnering depends to a great extent on 
the attitudes and behavior of the people in
volved and their ability to work in teams. Lead-
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ership training can prepare key personnel for 
the · requirements of an effective partnering 
venture by emphasizing the principles that the 
project leadership believes are essential for an 
effective partnership. 

There are several leadership training 
courses available providing a wide range of 
services. The CA/T Project selected a course 
based on Stephen Covey's book, The Seven Hab
its of Highly Effective People.12 The seven habits 
as taught by Covey are: 

1. Be Proactive. The behavior of human be
ings should be a function of their decisions 
and not their conditions. People have the ini
tiative and responsibility to make things 
happen. 

2. Begin With the End in Mind. Identify 
your own goals and core values clearly so 
that your actions will always take you to
ward 'your goals in accordance with your 
values. 

3. Put First Things First. Focus on impor
tant activities to preserve and improve rela
tionships and accomplish results. These ac
tivities are important but not urgent and 
include long-range planning, preparation 
and preventive maintenance. Putting first 
things first minimizes the number of activi
ties that become urgent because it focuses on 
preparation and preventive activities rather 
than crisis resolution. 

4. Think Win-Win . Develop solutions or 
make agreements that are mutually benefi
cial and satisfying to all parties. This phi
losophy embodies the spirit of teamwork. If 
all parties are happy with the solutions, they 
will be committed to the action plan. 

5. Seek First to Understand, Then to Be Un
derstood. Listen with empathy and under
stand the other person's concerns from his 
or her point of view first, before speaking 
and expressing one's own views. 

6. Synergize. Strive hard to tap the differ
ent strengths and knowledge of each of the 
team members to create new solutions that 
are better than those any one person could 
have come up with on his or her own. 

7. Sharpen the Saw. Work continually to 
preserve and improve yourself physically, 
mentally, socially and spiritually. 



The CA/T Project believes that habits #4, #5 
and #6 are the most important for effective 
partnering. These habits focus on working to
gether in teams, communicating effectively 
and valuing everybody's input and contribu
tion to develop better solutions to any prob
lems that may arise. In general, these character
istics are not usually natural to many managers 
and engineers. Instead, most of these profes
sionals have been conditioned through school 
and on the job to work alone to solve problems. 
Therefore, formal training in this area can help 
participants to better prepare for a partnering 
relationship based on teamwork, trust and 
communication. 

The personnel that are sent to this course in
clude the MHD Project Director, all MHD con
struction managers and assistant managers, 
and several other MHD staff. The joint venture 
team sends all construction Resident Engineers 
who will be involved with partnered projects 
and many Assistant Resident Engineers. The 
joint venture team also sends all Area Con
struction Managers. Because the use of part
nering has expanded to design contracts, most 
Area Design Managers and all Project Engi- . 
neers managing a final design contract who 
will participate in a partnered design contract 
are sent to the leadership training course. Con
tractors and design consultants are encouraged 
to send their Project Managers as well, which 
they most often do. 

Initial Workshop. Once a contract is awarded, 
the MHD Project Director invites the contractor 
or the design consultant to form a partnership 
for the project. After the contractor or the de
sign consultant agrees to participate in partner
ing, an initial partnering workshop is sched
uled, which usually consists of a two-day 
workshop held at a neutral location such as a 
hotel. A neutral facilitator hired from outside 
the partnering firms runs the workshop. 

The format for these workshops is rather 
flexible. However, in a standard workshop the 
work starts by introducing all participants and 
allowing them to get to know each other. Often, 
the facilitator has each participant fill out a sur
vey (such as the Myers-Briggs type indicator -
a standard psychological assessment tool) to 
identify his or her personality type. This assess
ment is valuable because it shows how teams 

are comprised of different personalities and 
strengths, which should be recognized and 
utilized. by the team members when resolving 
problems. 

Participants are then usually separated into 
their individual organizations and asked to 
write out goals for their company or organiza
tion on the contract. Each group comes back 
and presents its goals to the other groups. 
Then, everyone identifies one set of mutual 
goals for the team, which meet the needs of all 
members. Stating goals is a valuable exercise 
because it points out that the different organi
zations have many of the same goals and objec
tives. Typically, all parties agree that meeting 
quality, safety, schedule and budget are impor
tant project goals. Some contracts develop spe
cific measurable goals in a "report card" format 
and periodically evaluate how well the team is 
meeting these goals. Developing a procedure 
to regularly assess whether goals are being met 
is encouraged on all contracts. 

Participants at all initial workshops are re
quired to develop a partnering agreement for 
the team that everybody signs. This agreement 
states the goals for the team and expectations 
for the partnership, and commits the individu
als to the goals listed. Figure 1 shows a sample 
agreement. 

The next phase in the workshop is to di
vide the participants into random groups to 
work on a team-building exercise. This exer
cise can take va.rious forms but it emphasizes 
concepts such as win-win and synergy that 
are vital to partnering success. The exercise 
teaches members how different organiza
tions on the contract must work together for 
the mutual benefit of the entire team and the 
project. Otherwise, one group can benefit at 
the expense of another. 

Most of the workshop's time is spent by 
having groups formed from personnel from 
the partnering companies develop action 
plans for specific contract issues and prob
lems. This process aliows people from vari
ous organizations to work together in teams 
to solve problems with solutions that are ac
ceptable to all parties. Often, teams choose to 
develop action plans to improve communica
tions, to foster decision-making at the lowest 
levels or to reduce paperwork. During the 
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SOUTH BOSTON INTERCHANGE (WEST) 
Partnering Charter 

September 24, 1997 

As a team, \vorking in harmonious partnership, we pledge to each ()ther 
and the community to construct, with quality and pride, the C0IA6 
project safely, on schedule and within budget while fostering personal 
growth of all team members. We are committed to open, honest 
communication; to professionalism, expedient resolution of disputes; to 
be good neighbors in the community; and to the creation and 
maintenance of a positive and supportive environment. 

?ltam:~ 

• Maintain a safe working environment with a zero-accident philosophy 
• Produce a quality project creating a sense of pride (or all team members 
• Meet budget and schedule requirements as outlined by the contract 
• Create a win-win situation for all parties through open 

communication and timely response to issues 
• Issue resolution at the field level 
• Timely payment to all parties 
• Interactive community relations as well as open dialogue with 

neighboring contracts 
• Ensure a reasonable profit and value through cooperation, teamwork 

and ongoing partnering 

• Open communication and honest negotiations with mutual 
respect, trust and pride in the project 

• Celebrate the successes and have fun building the job 

FIGURE 1. A sample CA/T Project partnering agreement. 
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workshop, each group presents its action plan 
to the entire group of participants for discus
sion and input. 

The participants are also required to de
velop an issue resolution model for the proj
ect. This model identifies the people from each 
organization who will be responsible for re
solving issues from the field level all the way 
up to the top managers. It usually identifies 
time frames by which issues should be re
solved or delivered to the next level for resolu
tion. The purpose of this model is to acknowl
edge to employees that problems and 
disagreements will come up during the con
tract and that team members are expected to 
work with their counterparts to resolve any 
problem in a timely manner. Issues and prob
lems cannot be left unresolved for long. Unre
solved issues are one reason many projects 
fail. Partnering will not eliminate all prob
lems, but it provides tools to help guide team 
members in their behavior and enables them 
to resolve issues as quickly as possible. Figure 
2 (on page 56) shows a sample issue resolution 
model used on the CA/T Project. 

The workshop generally concludes with a 
group photograph and the signing of the part
nering agreement. 

Partnering Steering Committee. A steering 
committee composed of one person from each 
organization is formed for each partnership. 
This committee is responsible for following up 
and ensuring the completion of all action plans, 
introducing new players to partnering, evalu
ating the effectiveness of the team at meeting 
its goals and addressing new issues or prob
lems that have arisen. This group meets quar
terly. 

Follow-Up Workshop. The CA/T Project en
courages a follow-up workshop six to nine 
months after the initial workshop. The purpose 
of the follow-up workshop is to reinforce the 
goals and attitudes developed at the initial 
workshop and to address any new issues that 
have come up. The workshop lasts one day and 
is usually held at a neutral site with the original 
facilitator brought back to conduct the work
shop. 

Crane et al. conducted interviews with vari
ous companies implementing partnering and 
reported that while the cost of partnering is dif-

ficult to establish, it ranfes from 0.25 to 2 per
cent of the project cost. This figure is consis
tent with the experience in the CA/T Project. 
The direct expense costs of running a two-day 
initial workshop for about 30 persons is ap
proximately $7,000 (split 50-50 between the 
two main organizations involved). The cost of 
the follow-up worksho~ is about $4,000 or 
$2,000 per organization. These numbers are 
the direct expense costs and do not include the 
salaries of the participants. In a $1 million proj
ect, the cost of partnering is approximately 1 
percent of the contract value. On larger projects 
this cost is relatively smaller. 

Partnering Effectiveness 
on the CA/T Project 

· Contracts Data Collection & Analysis. In order to 
assess the effectiveness of partnering on the 
CA/T Project a study was conducted. The ap
proach methodology consisted of reviewing all 
the contracts involving the construction of per
manent structures that were completed at the 
time when this study was conducted in the 

. summer of 1996. By that time, thirteen con
tracts involving permanent construction had 
been completed. Eight of these contracts par
ticipated in the partnering program and five 
did not. Further review of these contracts 
·showed that four contracts were extremely 
large and complex compared to the rest. In or
der to eliminate any impact that the size of the 
contract might have on the results of compari
son, these contracts were not considered in the 
analysis. The remaining nine contracts con
sisted of four partnered and five non-partnered 
projects. Since most of these contracts were 
utility relocation and construction projects, the 
types of contracts considered in this study were 
· compatible. Table 2 lists the partnered con
tracts along with some relevant project data. 
Table 3 provides similar information on the 
non-partnered contracts. 

For each of the projects reviewed, cost 
growth, schedule growth, change order vol
ume, value engineering savings and safety 
data were collected. These parameters are simi
lar to those reviewed and compared in pre
vious research.6,8 Table 4 presents the results of 
the investigation. In that table the following 
definitions are used: 
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FIGURE 2. A sample contractual issues resolution process on the CAif Project. 
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TABLE 2. 
Summary of Partnered Projects 

Project Duration 
Number Type of Work Original Bid ($) (Months) 

1 Rerouting of all utilities on several streets involving open 23,458,000 29 
cut, slurry wall & jacked pipe construction methods 

2 Relocation of sewer lines in downtown streets using open 14,562,000 16 
cut & jacked pipe construction methods 

3 Rel.ocation of all utilities on several downtown streets 3,798,000 15 
using open cut & jacked pipe construction methods 

4 Relocation of all utilities in several downtown streets using 5,627,000 15 
open cut & slurry wall construction methods 

• Cost Growth (%) . The ratio of the differ
ence between the final cost and the origi
nal bid price to the original bid price. The 
final cost included all costs such as change 
orders, overruns or underruns in unit 
price items, police details, etc. 

costs were different from the final costs 
used in the cost growth calculation. 

• Value Engineering Savings. The ratio of to
tal d; llar value savings to the original bid 
price. 

• Safety. Two rates were used to measure 
safety on the projects. The first rate was 
the OSHA Recordable Injury (OSHA 
REC) rate that includes all recordable inju
ries whether or not employees missed 
work. The second rate was the OSHA Lost 
Work Day (LWD) rate, which is a measure 
of injuries that result in lost work days. 
The LWD rate generally represents more 
severe injuries. 

• Schedule Growth. The ratio of the differ
ence between the final duration and the 
original contract duration to the original 
contract duration. 

• Change Order Volume. The ratio of all the 
change orders to the original bid price. 
Since most of the contracts reviewed in 
this study involved unit-price items that 
could overrun or underrun, change order 

TABLE 3. 
Summary of Non-Partnered Projects 

Project 
Number Type of Work Original Bid ($) 

1 Excavation, grading & paving of approximately 6,000 feet 8,818,000 
of a two-lane roadway 

2 Relocation of an existing railroad track & modifications to 1,748,000 
an overhead bridge 

3 Relocation of utilities & construction of sewer lines using 5,148,000 
jacked pipe method 

4 Relocation & construction of combin~d sewer overflow & 20,494,000 
concrete culverts using open cut excavation & slurry wall 

5 Relocation of water & other utilities & installation of a gas 2,260,000 
line using open cut excavation 

Duration 
(Months) 

18 

10 

12 

16 

14 
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TABLE 4. 

A Comparison of the Performance Parameters Between 
Partnered & Non-Partnered Projects 

Value 
Project Cost Schedule Change Engineering OSHA OSHA 
Number Growth(%) Growth(%) Orders(%) Savings(%) REC Rate LWD Rate 

Partnered 

1 30 -18 13 
2 21 43 16 
3 66 89 44 
4 16 6 7 

Average 33 30 20 

Non-Partnered 

1 23 20 23 
2 6 13 4 
3 22 20 18 
4 73 54 63 
5 113 62 78 

Average 47 34 37 

Almost all these projects were subject to 
high levels of risk and uncertainty - a given 
for utility relocation work, especially in old ur
ban areas where information about the location 
and condition of utility lines is usually incom
plete or, in many cases, non-existent. Due to in
complete or missing information, utility reloca
tion and construction projects usually carry 
some of the largest contingency rates. 13,14 

Given these uncertainties, relatively large cost 
and schedule growth in these projects were not 
unexpected. Another interesting feature of 
these nine projects was that no disputes went to 
Dispute Review Boards or to the courts. 

The data in Table 4 reveals that partnered 
projects outperformed non-partnered projects 
in virtually every category - including cost 
growth, schedule growth, change order vol
ume and value engineering savings. The only 
exception was the LWD category, where part
nered projects seem to fare worse than non
partnered projects. It would be difficult to as
sert that the reason for the superior perform
ance of the partnered projects was due only to 
the partnering process. Every construction 
project is unique, after all, and many other pa-
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0.45 30.1 16.9 
2.67 18.6 10.5 
0.00 8 .1 8 .1 
0.00 11 .1 11 .1 

0.78 17.0 11 .7 

0.00 20 .1 6.0 
0.00 - -
0.00 23.6 0.0 
1.88 15.6 5.6 
O.QO 23.8 11 .9 

0.38 20.8 5.9 

rameters (such as the individuals running the 
projects, location and other external factors) 
can impact project performance. On the other 
hand, this study tried to compare projects that 
were similar in organization (same owner and 
construction manager), type and size. By mak
ing the projects as similar as possible, it was 
hoped to eliminate, or reduce, any potential for 
bias. A formal statistical analysis was con
ducted on the data but it failed to detect a sig
nificant difference between the partnered and 
non-partnered data, mainly because of the 
small number of data.5 The small amount of 
data also contributes to the increased sensitiv
ity of the data. The addition or deletion of a sin
gle contract can affect the results. 

Since the CA/T Project includes numerous 
large and complex contracts, a second analysis 
was conducted that included data from the 
four large partnered contracts that had been re
moved from consideration in the previous 
analysis. The results of this second analysis 
were quite similar to the previous results in the 
categories of cost growth, change order vol
ume, value engineering and safety (see Table 
5). The schedule growth of all partnered con-



TABLE 5. 
A Comparison of the Performance Parameters Between Partnered & Non-Partnered 

Projects, Including Four Large Projects Not Included in Table 4 

Value 
Project Cost Schedule Change Engineering OSHA OSHA 
Number Growth(%) Growth(%) O rders(%) Savings(%) REC Rate LWD Rate 

Partnered 

1 30 -18 13 
2 21 43 16 
3 66 89 44 
4 16 6 7 

Partnered but Excluded From Table 4 

5 11 16 9 
6 34 45 30 
7 33 44 28 
8 49 56 30 

Average 32 35 22 
(of all 8) 

Non-Partnered 

1 23 20 23 
2 6 13 4 
3 22 20 18 
4 73 54 63 
5 113 62 78 

Average 47 34 37 

tracts (including the four larger contracts) in
creased slightly, making it comparable to the 
schedule growth of the non-partnered con
tracts. This outcome is plausible since large 
complex contracts would seem to have more 
potential for schedule growth. 

Survey. In order to obtain more information 
on the impact of partnering on the CA/T Pro
ject, a questionnaire was sent to the various 
parties involved in the project. It consisted of a 
few multiple choice questions followed by two 
questions asking the respondents to identify 
specific negative or positive aspects to partner
ing (see Table 6). The questionnaire was sent to: 

• Nine area managers from the MHD, 
FHWA, and the joint venture; 

• Fifteen joint venture resident engineers; 
and, 

• Eleven contractor project managers. 

0.45 30.1 16.9 
2.67 18.6 10.5 
0.00 8 .1 8.1 
0 .00 11.1 11 .1 

0.27 12.0 6.9 
0.00 16.4 5.9 
0 .21 20.0 15 .0 
0 .62 29.4 25 .8 

0 .53 18.2 12.5 . 
0.00 20.1 6.0 
0 .00 - -

0.00 23 .6 0.0 
1.88 15.6 5.6 
0 .00 23.8 11 .9 

0.38 20.8 5.9 

The response rate was 77 percent (27 persons 
out of 35).5 

Table 6 summarizes responses to questions 
in the survey. The lowest rating was on the is
sue of trust. Some comments indicated that 
there is distrust when money is involved. The 
joint venture and the contractors reported that 
trust between engineer and contractor was not 
very good. One positive comment was that 
partnering led to fewer written materials and 
more verbal agreements that the parties hon
ored. 

Communication - another area that part
nering advocates contend benefits from the 
process - was rated excellent to good by most 
respondents. Although almost everybody 
agreed that communication was good or excel
lent at the Resident Engineer /Project Manager 
level and above, some reported that communi
cation was not very good below these levels -
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TABLE 6. 
A Summary of the Survey Results 

Questions Area Managers 

Is partnering beneficial? Yes 
(100%) 

Rate communication on Excellent to good 
your contract. (100%) 

Rate trust on your Excellent to good 
contract (86%) 

Fair to poor 
(14%) 

Rate the upper Excellent to good 
management support for (88%) 
partnering. Fair to poor 

(12%) 

Is the issue resolution Yes 
model useful? (100%) 

that the field and office staff do not communi
cate that well. 

The survey also asked the respondents to 
cite negative and positive aspects of partner
ing. 

The important negative issues are summa
rized as follows: 

• Several people from the owner 's side re
ported that they felt partnering led to 
compromising with, or giving in to, the 
cm:;.tractor even when it was unjustified. 

• Few reported that contractors view part
nering as a way to maximize their poten
tial profits on change issues. 

• Some contractors reported that the owner 
was too lenient with abutters and third 
parties in granting extras that drove up 
the cost for the contractors and that could 
impact schedule. 

• Staff turnover during a contract was cited 
as undermining the effectiveness of part
nerships and one manager reported that 
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Contractor Project 
Resident Engineers Managers 

Yes Yes 
(67%) (100%) 
No 
(33%) 

Excellent to good Excellent to good 
(75%) (56%) 
Fair to poor Fair to poor 
(25%) (44%) 

Excellent to good Excellent to good 
(50%) (50%) 
Fair to poor Fair to poor 
(50%) (50%) 

Excel lent to good Excellent to good 
(67%) (88%) 
Fa ir to ROOr Fair to poor 
(33%) (12%) 

Yes Yes 
(90%) (80%) 
No No 
(10%) (20%) 

follow-up on issues did not occur because 
of such turnover. 

• A few respondents felt some people view 
partnering as a means to waive the con
tract requirements. 

• Some reported that partnering opens 
communication at all levels that can lead 
to problems if unresolved issues are not 
moved up the chain of command quickly 
for resolution. 

Most of these issues could have been 
avoided if the tenets of partnering were fol
lowed. For example, inappropriate compro
mising violates the win-win aspect of partner
ing. All parties should strive to come up with 
solutions that are beneficial or better for every
body in a fair and equitable way. Also, partner
ing never encourages waiving contract require
ments; rather, it allows all parties to talk openly 
about alternative ways to meet requirements. 

The respondents also noted positive out
comes of the partnering process: 



• Many managers reported that major 
claims were avoided due to partnering. 

• Many respondents felt that communica
tion had improved, leading to better coor
dination among all of the parties in
volved, including impacted abutters or 
follow-up contractors. 

• Many managers reported specific in
stances where everyone worked together 
to meet schedule requirements or resolve 
field problems quickly. 

Summary & Conclusions 
In order to assess the effectiveness of partner
ing on project performance, performance data 
was collected on nine CA/T Project contracts 
that had been completed by the summer of 
1996. Most of these contracts involved utility 
relocation and construction. The cost of these 
projects ranged from $1.7 to $23.4 million. Even 
though the results could not be statistically 
validated due to small sample sizes, four part
nered projects performed better than five non
partnered projects in virtually every category 
measured. Cost growth averaged 33 percent 
versus 47 percent for partnered and non
partnered projects, respectively. Schedule 
growth averaged 30 percent versus 34 percent 
for partnered and non-partnered projects, re
spectively. And change order growth averaged 
20 percent versus 37 percent for partnered ver
sus non-partnered contracts, respectively. 
Also, partnered projects had more value engi
neering proposals submitted with larger cost 
savings compared to non-partnered projects. 
Safety, however, produced mixed results in 
that partnered projects had fewer OSHA rec
ordable injuries, but non-partnered projects 
had fewer lost workday injuries. 

A survey was also conducted to gather infor
mation from managers from owner, contractor 
and consultant organizations. Results of this 
survey revealed mixed opinions on the various 
aspects of partnering. However, most re
sponses were favorable to partnering. Some of 
the responses from the survey emphasized that 
for the partnering tobe successful all of the in
volved parties: 

• Should not compromise unnecessarily on 
tough issues; 

• Should enforce partnering among field 
and office staff; 

• Should minimize staff turnover on part
nered contracts; and, 

• Should strive to create an environment of 
trust among the parties involved. 

Based on data to date, partnering appears to 
be having a positive effect on construction at the 
CA/T Project. It seems safe to say that the poten
tial benefits of partnering far outweigh the rela
tively small costs associated with implementing 
a partnering program on a contract. 

NOTES - Dupont Engineering was the first U.S. 
business to use partnering with Fluor Daniel. The 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers became the first publi
c agency to use partnering in 1988 when it began 
work on a project with FruCon Construction Corp. 
The CA/I' Project is managed by the joint venture of 
the Bechtel Corp. and Parsons Brinckerhoff (B/PB) . 
The CA/I' Project selected a leadeship training course 
offered by the Franklin-Covey Leadership Center, 
based in Provo, Utah. Their program, The Seven 
Habits of Highly Effective People, which was de
veloped by Stephen Covey, was selected because 
CA/I' Project management believes it teaches princi
ples crucial for the success of a partnering effort. 
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